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Symphonic
Band graces
campus with
concert

By Ed Oberweiser
Spartan Daffy Staff Writer

review
The Symphonic Band, with
Professor Vernon Read Conductor,
performed in the Concert Hall of
SJSU on Tuesday evening.
Professor Read, Conductor, made
his grand entrance and commenced
with a moving theme of The Star
Spangled Banner, with a prominent
standing ovation from the small
crowd. The band then, went into
the Celebration Overture.
With a fast, slow, fast pace, the
intrinsic work of the overture
brought harmonies as sonorous as
any professional band and provided
a nice festive first theme.
The program consisted of 0,
Mensch, Bewein’Dein’Sunde Gross
by Bach/Grainger, Irish Tune from
Derry, by Grainger,
Country
Shepherd’s Hey also by Grainger
and Scenes from the The 1.ouvre,’
by Dello Join.
According to the hand-out program, Scenes from the lianTe, is
taken from the otiginal score on the
NBC television spec ial that was first
broadcast nationally in November
1964. The band pelrfet. tiv pet formed eat h scene with a strong
enelodit vein, with OR iii mu vitality
and the freshness of msention.
After the intermissk In the. band
performed Psalm ficr Band, by
Persic hetti, Fist Suite 111 Eh, by Hoist
by
and ti Festive Overture
Shostakovit h.
Then hand performed the Psalm
Ica Band, [’risk hetti. The prow am
said the Psalm is commissioned by
the Alpha Chapter 14 Pi Kappa
01001011 Nalit111.11
Fraternity
At the 11 111VVIAM of IAMISSIllt With
its gel initiating harmonic idea, it
left a chordal mood. 1 he bass
churns i ang thematic rhythms in the
hearts of anyone who felt the battik
mood it,, this Psalm.
The Festive Overture, with its
or( hestral wind, brass and pen usmoil sec tion, phis a full family of saxhorns, has hill’ St pled for the
mstitunentation of the American
Symphonit Kurd,
The Symphonn ’s next (:c inc ert
will take place on Del ember 10,
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. It will definitely
he A show Symph
music lovers
WOUld
1101
Walll
10
MISS
(:1fflglatuldtions in yib well done

SJSU professor holds
fund raiser for campaign
By Mark Kregel
%porton Daffy Staff Writer
SIM’ NH 1.II si lellr C pri dessor and c out
grewonal andulate Ric hard [riffle WIII
have a fund raiser hir his campaign
tonight.
The event will be held at the Phoenix
Jazz Club on South First Street in San

Job fair
today
Get a jump on
finding that
seasonal job

By Cassandra Nash
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Lane hope
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ymphon c
Professor Vernon Bead conducts the SJ
Band during Tuesday night’s free performance at the

lose at 6 p.m. Iii, residential debate
will be shown on a laws( 11.111 IA’ Ilium
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oncert Hal on campus. The ensemble will pe
again this winter on December 10th at 7:30 P.M.

11011
1)1’t 1.1111ttl 10’1",
lane hits his c ampaign is of ’Diciest
to students bec ins, ct his i,ic iS a pro
fessc a and as a parent ci .1 sls.I student
"Nis daughter lust giado.in.(1 loan
S1SU mid will ant iitl giatloait Si !viol
their."I Ant. said
Lane said lit. is Ill 1.001 01 grants as
011111 ottefl 10 It %IDS It of S11111101%
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"I his 511,1 is ill dccciii ciii ,i,iul
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will hut tutu 11 itii I’llttt 111X
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Students looking for a temporary
job during the holiday season
should attend the Holiday Job Fair
the
on
campus today
in
Uniunhum room in the Student
Union, said Deborah Wearland,
employer relations representative
for the SJSU Career Center. The
event, which is organized by the
Career Center, will run from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m.
Lana Melkonian, assistant director of the Career Center, said the
fair gives students the opportunity
to get a head start on obtaining
temporary jobs during the holidays. it’s not too early to start
looking for holiday jobs now,"
Melkonian said.
She said the Holiday Job Fair is
convenient for both the students
and the prospective employers.
Students can meet with employers,
submit applications, be interviewed and possibly he hired by
one of a number of businesses all
in one place, according to
Melkonian.
Deborah Wearland, employer
relations representative for the
center, lined up the prospective
employers whose representatives
will be on campus tialay.
Wearbuid said this year’s job fair
will present a wider range of job
ciportimities than Itch ire when
ails i flail businesses [rank ipated.
participating:
Companies
United Parcel Set vu e, It( radway
Pik kage, Mu S’’s, Montgomery
Penny, Circuit
Ward, Seats.
’.. kl Guys, Radio
City, "the
Shads, Sc, %els to Go and the
Haves ( ’ainfelente
I. heti. will be .1 numb,: of Assnt tale sales positions available. at
Mat y’s, whose rept esentative will
be taking applii at loll% 101 jObS iii
the t hain’s ,Holets ui Oakridge.
Eastridge. Valles air and possibly
other Ito anon. A number of open
shifts will be as ailable. Wearland
said.
UPS and Roadwas Pat kage will
be looking 101 1/.11«1 handlers,
4u1e%0:oriel said
Students Intel ested ii hi ispitality jobs and flame employment
ppm mimic -s may talk to le1)11.Hayes
1111’
01
Selllallt’S
Conf virtu e Centel and Servers to
go, Melkoman saki
"Employer 5 in the past were
extremely pleased with the students .11111 Weir CID diu aged by
their expellent IS to pallid pate iti
this year ’s Ian," Melkoniati
said., ’,mat is I ma Melkoman 460 16, Ilehttiali Weailantl .1-6055

KSJS seeks listener support
By Cassandra Nash
Spartan Dar SW, Will.,

KSJS is holding a hind raiser Oct. 19-27.
A« circling to Kent Weigle, KSJS public
elation% direr tor, the theme cif the fund
uuset is ’Investing 111 Diversity
"The hind raiser is designed to help the
statical with expenses la-cause the station
is A non-profit organization," Weigle said.
"The fund raiser will 1% help with eripment, monk ’tr, na! items, general mamte-
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Ethics question
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mince and production costs.*
By listening to one of the station’s
four formats, the Evolution, Radio
Azailui, Da ’Underground or the Creative
Source, the listener will receive general
pledge information, "We will he pledging
things such as limo service, restaurant dinners for two and many other interesting
purchases,’ Weigle said.
*For more information regarding pledging, contact Keri Weigle at, W5-4545.

SJSU Dateline
Million Man March Anniversary

Today
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OPINION

Wednesday, October 16, 1996

Dfrikel

Humanity has nrrver Irrwum an air
condasoner Mt this one
It as alive.
It knowt what rt does.
It as evil and cruet
And, worst of aI4 it hales the staff of
the Spartan Datty.

Censorship of unpopular views goes against First Amendment

Different ideas contribute to divers’
tegardless of whether their writing is abhorrent.
Another reason is that we can’t guarantee
tau own freedom to speak tormironv if we deny
allot tier’s right terday. We must protect the
rights of everyone, even those like David Duke,
I A ink Fanakhan and Rush Limbaugh, in order
to protect those like Martin Luther King Jr.,

I 4 ast week, %officiate f ailed the Spat tan
Daily wanting to pull an ad lout of the
paper. They lead an (opinion pre f. in the
Daily they did not like. The adsertiscr found
the pat.( e offensive, and felt dics «odd no
hunger Advertise in a paper that had any wr nets
who would voice that kind tilt
It was not that the advt.’ tiser did not like the
paper as a whole. ’[he day’ before Illy at Ili le in
question Was printed, Another of ow Al lilt s
had written an ’,tritely from ram tly the opposite
viewpoint. It was just bet ause of that one per%MI’S Opinion
In die it Alea, rile( tally at a tonsil sits like
MM.._ we like to think of ourselves as tooletant
and opem to diveisily I MIIIIII, lilt’ tiplIlltill
pier e was 11,1111 tAil %IA. and the wr itin, itilill
IiiiiiS, star ril an 11pinion who hi is III it sees pIipillar heir ill the has Area - hi, said small’ ’A’ \
mintage. not only should not be logalls Ito og
rived. but Was Als0 totally immoral atirl aganisi
(eel arid lialtile
We are at the forehoont oil t ar ial integratio1u.
gay rights and religious to errant e. set liberalisin
111.11 shoold haw an iitilon
is not the only s’,ut
ited right to be heard at sist ion the 1111111
radical liberals should nod torn suggest that we
should testi le I oil; repolIels. opinion% Inn Ille
op11114 ill page.
The lost And primal% reason is die First
Allielidilivill. die right loo Ire,’ spell Ii I his
mmitty Was hounded on Ihis piing iph’. and that
inverts we guarantee that tight to eser Slaw.

We are at the forefront of racial integration, gay rights
and religious tolerance, yet liberalism
is not the only voice
that should have an
unlimited right to be
heard at SJSU.

this kind of reactionary rhetoric is to get your
own yoke heard on the subject. We publish letters to the editor every day. Many people have
already written letters in condemning John
Louis’s attitudes.
The person who wanted to pull his ad was
even eonsineed that writing a letter would be a
tutu h more effective method of negating John
Louts voice than by just pulling it out of the
paper.
By writing a letter that clearly, logically it
eXplains why someone’s opinion is faulty. Many
ruler people will realize the errors in their own
reasoning, and become more tolerant of those
it the weak’ around them. By trying to censor a
pen on’s speech, we just become as reprehensible as thr use We Opp use.
Iran!’ Bergman is a Spartan Dad.% Alai/ Wnter

RigolnI 1.1 Will hit alicl Whets
I .1111 hut sasIlig thu %hat Pain 1.1/1111 WII/111
N.1, i111 111 1 111 light or ,111%111111g ..\s A Mattel 01
lAi 1 i 111111k 111% slessfiiuilut 010.11 has risef 110.1111
Arid ’ti ging on tam ea
51 hal I liii sasing is Ilia, die isas tilt

exists in the top floor of
ItDwight Bentel Hall, where the
Spartan Daily office exists. This
is its territory, this is where it
breathes its malevolent life and
bides its time until all are under its
sinister thrall. Beware as you walk
the halls of Dwight Bentel Hall, for
evil as you cannot imagine lurks
here.
I fear for my very existence as I
come to the room six days a week
to ensure that the opinion page
gets done every weekday. The
weather as I walk across campus is
unbearably hot and humid, causing beads of sweat to pour down
my forehead and my throat to
become parched. I feel as if I am
in Hell, but I know better. Hell is
not hot, it is cold, freezing cold.
The minute I enter this room, I
am in the air conditioner’s
domain and soon I am freezing
my ass off, while 80/90 degree
weather just outside my window
bakes the campus. I shiver Unrinltrollably and I expect to see steam
rise every time I breathe out. Just
breathing hurts because the air is
that cold as I see plumes of steam
rise with every breath.
Even AS I write this ( ()hunt’ at
nearly 10 tonight Oast night for
you readers) I ant cold. I shiver. I
hate the air conditioner. The air
conditioner has filled II1N soul with
hate because lam Cold I know All
about the coldness of hate. Cold is
my existence. and I hate it.
The air conditionet is toil and it
must be vanquished. but I AM
afraid ... And cold. Evers rid% it fills
the !limn with its cold. making our
fingers, which we need for typing.
nurnb. We nib our hands to igether
to warm ourselves up. Sometimes
we hold them over the vent of the
printer, because warm heat blows
front it.
No one knows for stile what thr
air conditioner is or how it nitric’
to lw, blit there are legends .11111
Minors. There are stories that are
whispered in fearful VI /I( 1.1.
Some sav it is a &Int in from the
deeirest taiwels till fell ’mini.. oiled
in the filet liarlit AI monstit Ails that

Fight sexual harassment by understanding it

---fLottor to tho Editor

Learn to spit far like men

Same -sex marriage about
human rights, not civil rights

it ad .111 .11 111 la 111.11
I iii
IA111.11111’11 111111 .11111 \ .11 111111. 11 II MS
44 ’,elk 11.11 liii ,issnliiuu lu .111 .111111
1111 l I tI V01111111 1 I.1111 IS 1 Ill’ .1111
IA a wan lot atiag
N.11, ,At
1 /II’ %%11111.111%.
.1111 11
.1/111.

By tulle Ekstioni
I alsed 551111 15511 la hits I
IWas
was blessed, the% 1.11011 lilt
111/W 11/ 1.1/11
-Roll it mound in the bao o of
your thenat I)’ 1111 111/ II 11.1 11 111
long ritiiiigii 111 II gels ti Art. il
won’t i MIN as lat." I lit and \mon
eXplaltircl, I tiac hing Inc through
Ihr plot vss "Ntos aim and lel it
ifs
.11111 15 1 11111.1th
itint tit ell
1
11I11 .11111’ 1111111. 4/1111 1 ,1% .11111 IS
ate. and with a good
elwas .11
lil
wind. I ail oaten spit oijo ill
Sly mom hated II I aila s don I

I practiced
and eventually
became quite
a spitter. My
aim is always
accurate, and
with a good
wind, I can
often spit up
to six feet.

1)11 ih« la%
’I".she would 1""
lain! .m111111"
I’rt..’ought
of tin wedding Alien 1 will. d
,’..jIll..11
11.111
iii I. d
side 111c I
ILI, I IIIN wi.l.liuug 11 110. .1 1111
Alined .111111 I’ll Al
slit
( itl, 111111111111.0.1.1
Sellerl
I II’S, I had too spit I 1 et1,11111, was
1101 going too spend 111% 551 Ilulug
WU Ii111101 1.111Ir lop Ilie S.11, 1 1/1
Si ir.tst I was mitotic al a tot it

was good II hap
Ii ast in%
elm sass
!wiled 1.1%1, .11111 110
l’111%, I v..t% no, bongo.: suffering
loan All Ail Ablif
Its tea. hang me loos to spit no
14.11111 sl
Inothets were
tug Ille Ii. i rut MAN Milli 1 1.
%%1111..111 realizing it. I woos. up
millet standing melt !tenet than
SI

uiiSiIitu,ili%ti%IsjiIuil
.u,iur
1".
man nu holing the "0141 spi ill 1,110
ihills 1110 1111 III 1.11055 All% belle!
I lit sle,i/. 1,110 hulirhuJus 111111 %FM
11111 Ii, turcol toll and ’Ali
Salmi.- who -asks NI 111 111 him iajo
I it. 411 Ilion, Al his liv.11 11
I lir tunIs was hit .1 sollui.uli ii.
is
SsIll Illy sesor.il 11,11.1%%1111.111 g.
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Beware the evil
of air conditioners

GAY,sd’s.

By Ivan F. Bergman

San Jose State University

Darn-,’ Ihit Ili
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I ),iot. ha honey, Bryant Hammer
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As a gay student oil San lose State, 1 hound "flint
11111111011 Inv( e ("Sante-sex Marl Inge% are
inilniut AI" )
and outrageous. I reSIWr I the fACI
that Lc uuiis fiats Ills tA.11 slew ot A people he apparently
refuses to understand. but I rennet, begin to) teatime
how the Daily would allot %pa( e to berate MIS group
of ’lumens. And, I 4,111% was sermingls- alhoved ludo so
by referring to gays and leslriatis who, partake in ’netting’. AS Allloral, pel sense, trinibliVe And equating gas.
manage ill cnnrttnt,,1 al I.
Whet would sou sots if the targeted giant]) in sue It
all AT nut le weir (.m10)4)111411%, (:11barlIi, Serbs, or
Bosnian% MAI welt’ de( lated disgusting of Almon mettle./ Would it get equal spece and attention in
111.11e, I am offended by du%Aim newspaper, For
ffle( e bri AIM. of the molar( I message it sends te o leader% It Wellis tri «owl’ me and eempeign for the (outwitted hatted, opera( ization and intolerant e (if gas’s And
lesbian% ut the woi Id sot iets - A «unniunits whew
Wove al and eintitional bashing is tikes, and the
derogetier! liSir lit cls
tit ’lag- IS acceptable
I believe. it is one thing too disagree with gay mar lieges - if volt don I behest. in them, then don’t
Illar IN A MA11, Mr. 1 .4 nil% Ii111, It onside! it All Intringeifielit oil my freedi MI% arid tights when you (as others) u hempion a law that will deny Illt. thu %Arlie Ill ismlege% sou easily. at Mine bet AliSe uI suuI SeX11.411
prefrieme The members 4of right-wing juolitio s and
te.ligootis gimps etc mot the tones in ono beds. !hey
ale Mit Mr tint’s W1111 .11 1’ the sit lims of wort uuntierut10 (11141 II llllll
.ulIix Alt.(1 laws 111.11 SAS If% per
T1111’ Are Mil 111r I Me% WIlii Arr. 1111 A tiAll% basis, being
mistreated and demeaned And, they are no it the I Me%
Willi are constant’s reminded that they are heted
’thing lx.vo Ind their own i ontrol.
lx.eetise. of w
I Will side W1111 1 Antis tin the fat t that 1 .as tights Ale
licit part fit ItIle) ( 1%11 tights battle."
Iv believe they are part of the. Ill ’MAN rights struggle
HUMAN becense too often gays and lesbians are
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SHANE
LEWIS

is the air conditioner.
Others say the soul of a failed
editor resides in there, its hate for
the Spartan Daily eternal and vigilant.
Conspiracists Claim that Pres.
Robert Caret controls the air conditioner from his office, cackling
as he keeps the press in check.
But, I think the air conditioner
is none of the above. I think it is
evil, pure and simple, embodied
in an air conditioner. I do not
know why it hates us and makes us
endure such freezing temperatures. Maybe there is no reason,
maybe it just likes to spread the
cold in its heart to all near it. Evil
does not always have to have a reason. Sometimes, it just is.
Maybe. I will become like Van
Helsing one day and lead a party
of brave reporters and editors to
defeat the mighty air conditioner,
much like he did to the ancient
terror of Dracula. At the moment,
none of us have the courage to do
such it bold act that some of US
may not return from.
So we will continue to struggle
to put out this paper you see magically appear in the paper bins all
user campus, watching in fear as
icicles hang from the ceiling,
threatening to shake loose and
impale us at the chairs where We
Sit.
fist know that as you read our
paper that we are cold. We are
shivenng. We are frightened.
And. if you walk our halls,
beware the Air conditioner.
Beware the cold.
Shane Lewis n the Spartan Daily
()pinion Milor Yesterday, he curballed
while shooting a freelhirne al ".%fid-day
Aladriest." 11, 11 still ashamed of himf and has run out of rani ses Pr why
he sulks. llit column appears every
Wednesdas.

dehumanized through political action, social injustice
and ignorant propaganda. such as Tuesday’s article. I
fail to see 111IW a pledge of love and commitment I
meke will ethersely rife( t vote (or anyone else’s)
moral lentils values. or the -stability of civilization."
lass than fifty sears .4i,p) anti -miscegenation was
Millen law, disallowing people of color to marry
whites. I hope, in the near future. a similar statement
lw Itaiked upon with the same repulsion, but with
a ’reference !towards gay marriages, instead of race.
Mr. Louis. you are ill-informed and inexperienced
to speak on issues that rim( ern the gay community. I
believe you tee be oblivious to the challenges, hardships, And pain that is( ompled with being ’’t tilt’’ in this
saa ten% Until vim are able to understand what that
then silt know abs4 timely nothing aloe tut the
lilt’ (and II I/1 -1111116M11’..) of gas’s and lesbians.
’It ti,’ fat Is
Ole( Mete the government chooses not to ac knowledge gas. marriages, it loses re oughly $1.0(N) in tax reve
jrr oomph..
Of Ills partner were to lw fuispitalized, I «rtild lw
denied %rotation rights bet alise We aren’t memed.
If he were too lose his lob end had to wr a 110C tin dentist, my company’s instirenee Filen Wind(’ not
cover 11110
’I lie 0.1(1111110AI 111All’-11111.111.
haVt. All 01
benefit?. These Isom Advent:we.% are importent
to a uumple, end vital in the worldwide m knaowledge!lien t uI the gas and leslpiatt t !immunity. Ft ortunately,
mainl global corporations. like Disney arid IBM, are
at knowledging gas empliwees In offering programs
that extend same-gender partners benefits.
OHMIC’ %CM(’ as all example ot
Is OW% s
Ilie (111114 kill
ggle WE Al,I,still la! e. It’s important
to note that this isn’t Ilist all !Wit.
gas rights, nor is
it lone oil trying to lie pedalo ells «arrest. It’s an issue of
tiompertnanship, and the desire to be seen as an
equel. And, at the more, ifs all !Ville of rt.( ognizing,
t rioting end resper tin% those different es.
De11111% 14111 LAM)
aehertrung

Opinion Page Policies

All Spartan Daily readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion poet with a Letter to the Editor, which
should be -_worth or lass
Letters or Melton% must be typed and may he
*put In the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily office
in Dwight bensel Hall. room KO
faxed to 14001914447 or
srnailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Page Edna, School of
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269;
Student California Teachers
Association
Membership BBIQ1 Free for
members, $5 for nonmembers; 10 a.m.-2 p.m.; 7th St.
BBQ pit; call Lizza 369-1370

Weekly Calendar
TODAY
won
General meeting
come
make new friends! 3 p.m.;
Costanoan room, Student
Union; call Danny 297-4/667
A.LALA.S.S.
Meeting; 3:30-4:30 p.m.; SPX
030; call Alma 924-5760
Ballroom Dance Club
Int. Tango; 7:30-9:30 p.m.;
SPX 149; call 924-SPIN
A.S. Campus Recreation
Intramural
Whiffleball
Deadline; 4:30 p.m.; A.S. bustnuts office; call Mike 924-6266

Delta Sigma Pi
Human Relation Skills A
Business Seminar; 7:30 P.m.:
Student Union, Pacheco Room;
call Heather 229-5266
Sodety of Latino Engineers &
Scien*s
Meeting;
6:30
p.m.;
Engineering Building, room
358, call M.E.P. 922-2287
Department of Nutrition
Food Science
Body Fat Testing; 3-4:30 p.m.;
CCB 103; call Kim 9243110
Marketing Club
Special Meeting: All Marketing
tnajors should attend; 4:30 p.m.;
Guadalupe room, Student
Union; call Michael 262-5654

History Dept. & Jewish
Studies Program
Lecture: "Masada: Myth and
Reality," by Dr. Jonathan Roth;
7 p.m.; Washington Square
Hail, room 109; call D. Mesher
924-4440

Pre-Law Club
Meeting; 5:30 p.m.; Hugh Gillis
Hall, room 215; call Chris 9859713

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass; 12:05-12:30 p.m.;
John III Center (across from
SJSU Theater); call Ginny 9280101 or 938-1610

Asian American Christian
Fellovahlp
Gifts of the Spirit w/Victor
Quon; 7:30 p.m.; Guadalupe
room, Student Union; call Peter
365-9361

Lutheran Student Fellowship
Bible Brown Bag; 1:30-2:30
p.m.; Montalvo room, Student
Union; call 272-5404
Phi Alpha Theta, History
Honors Society
Weekly meeting; 2:30 p.m.;
Dudley Moorhead !fall, MIMI
134; call Ethan 297-5760
Library Donations & Sales
Unit
Kook
Sale On-going
Donations welcome; 10:30
a.m.-3 p.m.; call Acq. Dept.
924-2705
Re-Entry Advisory Program
(REAP)
Brown -Bag Lunt h - "Taming
Ih:arIlline Monster," Dr.
the
Steve Randall; Ni ton-I :30 p.m.;
Paceco room, St intent I it ion;
’ Evening Advising; 3-6:30
p.m.; Assessm et (ell ler W11::tall lane 92.1-5950

Associated Students Program
Board
Penny Dreadful’s Concert;
Noon;
Student
Union
Amphitheatre; call Events Line
924-6’261
tiyanceLesbian

M.E.ChA.
Meeting; 3 p.m.; Chicano
Resourte Center, Wahlquist N..
3rd floor; call Rene 295-8129 of
Julie 297-774(1
Lambda Phi Epsilon
Servile Auction; 7-10 p.m.;
Spartan Memorial; call Chris
292-8004
SJSU Fantasy & Strategy Club
Open gaining (Whiteworl); 5-10
p.m.; Costonoan Ream’, Student
linion; 924-7097

Akayan Club
General Meeting; .1-ti
student
room,
Almaden
union: call 534-1110
Career Center
Holiday It di Fail; 10 a.m.-2
room.
p.m.;
11[1110mm
Studt.nt Unit in
.0E:Aden«. 1/...sign Systems
rittiplOSVf Pt eSt’llGti11111; 12:30-

1
1

2 p.m.; Almaden room.
Student 1..rnoti
*Resume 4:ruirnic; 2-3:30 p.m.;
Guadalupe room, Student
Union; t All 924-6033
Student California Teachers
Association
Bake Sale; 9 a. 111. -N04111;
Sweeney Ilan. horn lobby; e all
1 ifia 30-1371)

All the gossip that’s fit to print
Havel goes Hollywood

Career Center
Services
*Recruiting
Orientation; 2 p.m.; Almaden
room, Student Union
*Career Networking for
People of Color; 12:30 p.m.;
Umunhum room, Student
Union
’Bank of America Employer
Presentation; 12:30-2 p.m.;
Costanoan room, Student
Union; call 924-6033

Vaclav Havel:
PRAGUE, Czech Republic (Al’)
playwright, philosopher, president ... casting director?
The Czech president earned his reward for
advice he gave to director Milos Forman when
Forman gave Havel a sneak preview Tuesday of his
new movie, "The People vs. Larry Flynt."
Havel suggested rock diva Courtney Love should
play the wife of Flynt, the Hustler magluine publisher.
The Czech-born Forman, who won Oscars for
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest" and
"Amadeus," arrived in Prague. on Monday, accomwho
panied by Flynt, Love, Woody Harrelson
and supporting player Donna
plays Flynt
Hanover Giuliani, wife of New Thrk City Mayor
Rudolph Giuliani.

Associated Students Program
Board
A Concert by Alphabet Soup;
Noon;
Student
Union
Amphitheatre; call Events
Line 924-6261

THURSDAY
Elementary Education
Multiple
Subject/I .earning
Handle upped
Group
Advisement Sessions; 4-5 p.m.;
Sweeney Hall, roe 1111 303; t all
I),. Mate 924-3720

Club Lusitania
Portuguese Club Meeting;
Noon-I p.m.; Montalvo room,
Student Union;
call David 379-7858
The Arab Student Club
Meeting; 12:30-1:30 p.m.;
Council Chambers room, 3rd
floor, Student Union;
call 354-4965

Madonna no fascination

NPPA
Meeting - Olga Shalygih,
speaker; 7:30 p.m., Dwight
Bente! Hall, room 202; call
Aaron 293-6607
Eagle Spirit - A Native
American Student Association
Meeting; 6:30 p.m.; Montalvo
room. Student Union; call
Shelby t ;orev 896-2263

O’Connor in, chruch out

Spartan Christian Fellowship
Meeting; Noon; Patheco
Student Un ion; call
Lindell 267-5787
The Listening Hour
Beethoven Piano Recital:
Marina Grin, piano; Dr. Tom
Wendel. narrator: 12:30-1:15
p.m.; Music Building Concert
hall; tall 924-4631

America’s worst boss award

CiiE (Chicanos/Latinos in
Health Education)
Experitncts in Mecii4 :turps;
5:30 p.m.; Dont an Ilall, room
249; tall Vint Olt 924-.5034
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Zeta Phi beta & Phi Beta
Sigma
Social; 14 p.m.; Murat listening
km, Student I nion: 924-7949
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Dylan’s old home on sale

Ryder recalls assault

Black Graduation Conmdttee
General Meeting; 6 p.m.;
Health Center, room 405-; call
9247915

%%hi, Ili i111111.11111 111111 IS Silll

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass, 12115-12:30 p.m.
Bil4e Study; 4-5 p.m.; John XIII
Center (across from NISI:
-theater); call Fr. Dave 938-1610

we had to pull out," a spokesman who requested
anonymity said Tuesday.
Trocaire objected when O’Connor ripped up a
picture of Pope John Paul II on the American TV
show "Saturday Night Live" four years ago. She has
also criticized Catholic teachings 011 child-rearing,
abortion iuid the Jews.
"This is nothing personal against Sinead
O’Connor," the spokesman said.
The Nov. 10 concert will mark the first anniversary of the executicm of Nigerian writer and civil
rights activist Ken Saro-Wiwa.

DULUTH, Minn. (Al’) For about $621)00, you
could be knock-knock-knockin’ on Bob Dylan’s
door.
The rock icon’s childhood home is for sale.
Dylim, born Robert Zimmerman, lived in the
duplex at 319 N. Third Ave. E. in this Lake
Superior port city until he was ti years old.
The 87--year-old house has c hanged kuids a few
:The age of innoNASHVILLE, Tenn. (Al’)
cence was short-lived for Winona Ryder, who times since the Zimmerman% lived the-re. The curlearned about bullies and pm ejudie t when she was a rent owners bought it around 1984 and used it as
rental property, indilleient to its footnote in music
little woman.
The actress says she tame ;Mail of it hoolvard history.
Bertram Bergeron and his wilt. have rente.d the
toughs when she was 12 bec ause. she looked a little
upper unit for the last seven years, the Duluth
too boyish.
"I was beat up pretty badly on the third day of News:Tribune reported -Tuesday.
"When he had his 50th birthday (in 1991), some
school because three guys thought I was a gay boy. I
got six stitches in ins head, WAS slammed into a fanatical Luis came up from Minneapolis and wantlocker, got a fractured lib," Ryder told The ed to know if this’’, cultic] decimate the front light
Tennessean newspape.r in an intervit.w published pole," Bergeron recalled. "I said sure. But we never
let people in. It’s not like it’s,, museum."
Tuesday.
"I insisted [Wit.% a gill. I had really short hair and
1
1
Inc. tip." ,aid Ryder, who is
stuff, :Ind so fie.v.u.at
promoting her ups tuning nu rvie " The Crucible."
who
won
Au
admit Aw.ucl nominations for
Ryder,
BUENOS AIRES. Argentina (Al’) Argentina’s
ence" and
starring roles in " Flie Age ot
what the Material 4:it!
little Wonit.it," ran into .( gitIlt tend of one (tithe pi tsidt.ni SaVS
boys a couple ol yeats ago and asked her if she sats he nevei ctglt.d Madonna.
dial
s% ext.erpted in the
pelsonal
Nladonita’s
recalled the attae k.
magazine, says
Shuts
"She remenibt.ted and .. then I said that was
:at his Nle.nem got a peek at her bra ’.t tip
me," Ryder said. "I got ,t thrill otit of that."
and then couldn’t ktep his eyes off her when they
nwt in Fe.bruart as she visited during filming ot
" Eel ta."
Not quite, the 116-yeat-old Aletiem SayS.
"I didn’t Is-el fascinated of attracted lit. her.... She
1)1111.1N, lie.land (Al’) Ii Sinead O’Contior’s
isn’t that special," he said Tuesday.
tit, the Roman Catholic salt. mu.
Menem has had doubts about Madonna betcae.
11.H-tile, al:admit( t chef wimp, withdrew IF111111
a 1 und-taising Imu it t in Dublin next month Ile said she was "totallt unsuitable" to portray legendars’
first hits 1st PCI1.11, Ina had a eh:Inge. of
bet. . it will learnt e the Irish singt.r known lot
heal t after me’e’ting Itel and allowecl "Evita" direcbitt hint.1 c tutu ism "I the. c hint It.
was going to be asked to t"’ Alan Parket to lilm some scenes on the fame.c1
"We welt. not
take pat t iii the. t one ell, but ... when we finand out, (Utt.t.rnment House bielt.onv.

and Bisexual

Meeting; 3:30-5 p.m.; Costanoan
room, Student Union; Call Beth
441-7206
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TV violence drops; films most violent
Study seeks to cut violence
LOS ANGELES (Al’) -The had news:
television’s bloodiest and most graphic
hours still come from theater movies.
The good news: the use of violence in
the 1995-96 season went down in spite of
shows suc h as "Walker, Texas Ranger" and
"The Mighty Morphin Power Rangers,"
according to a network-fin am ed study
issued Tuesday by the I .iiiversity of
California, I .cis Angeles.
"The overall pi( tine is «qtainly one of
some improvement," Jeff (aile, direc tor of
the UCIA Center for (annul llll ication
Policy and the mudv’s author, said at a
news conference. ’This 1%10,1 All Mlle that
has gone away. There are still set ions pr(4
lems on television."
The report is the latest 111 a three-year
study seeking ways to 1 rub violent e in
programming and was exp.( ted to
tw< only an issue in the presidential ( ampaigit.
Bob Dole has attire keel I follvw(iod for
gratuitous sex and violem e, and President
Clinton has pushed A ratings system for

Tv

television programs and installing "Vchips" into television sets so parents can
block shows they consider inappropriate
for their children.
Cole said the study did not simply tally
violent acts but tried to look at violence in
context, such as whether scenes were par
ticularly gory or whether viewers were
made aware of the consequences of the
violence depicted. The study monitored
shows on ABC, CBS, NBC and Fox.
Of 114 TV series last season on those
networks, the study found only five that
raised frequent concerns about violence
- graphically or heroically. That’s down
cited in last year’s report on the
from
1994-1995 season.
By contrast, of 113 theatrical films studied, 33 or about 29 percent raised con( erns about violence. But that’s down
from 42 percent the year before.
Among the films cited were Steven
Seagal’s "Under Siege" and the Macaulay
(Akin film "Home Alone," which Cole
said «mtains "extremely sadistic and

66
This is not an issue that has gone away. There are still
serious problems on television.
Jeff Cole
Director of UCLA Center for Communication Policy

mean-spirited acts of violence which never
show consequences."
The series that raised the most frequent
violence concerns were "Walker, Texas
Ranger" and "Nash Bridges," both CBS,
and Fox’s "New York Undercover," ’Space:
Above and Beyond," and "Kindred, the
Embraced." "Space" and "Kindred" didn’t
return this season.
"Walker, Texas Ranger," featuring martial-arts expert Chuck Norris, was the only
series that was also named in this category
in last year’s report.
"He’s a good guy, the problem is that he
always fights and rarely considers alternatives," Cole said.
Martin Frail ks, senior vice president of

CBS, defended "Walker," saying it’s on at
10 p.m. and that shows found to have
objectionable content are flagged with a
paretital advisory.
"He’s not a vigilante, he is a law officer,"
Franks said. "We don’t think it (violence)
happens out of context and secondly the
consequences are always shown: the bad
guys are always caught and punished."
Two shows were dropped from last
year’s list because of improvements: ABC’s
"Lois & Clark," and Fox’s "The X-Files."
Series that raised occasional violence
concerns included Fox’s "Melrose Place"
and "The Simpsons," and two CBS shows
that have been canceled, "American
Gothic," and "Due South."

On the other hand, shows such as ABC’s
"NYPD Blue" and NBC’s "Law & Order"
were commended for using violence
responsibly and in a contextually appropriate manner.
Children’s Saturday morning programming, made-for TV movies and promotional spots also improved, the report said.
The number of children’s programs
with "sinister combat violence - unrelenting fights between figures of good and
evil - dropped from seven to four. In
addition to "’The Power Rangers" on Fox
which charyed its name to "Power
Rangers Zeo midway through the season,
they were CBS’ "Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles," and Fox’s "Masked Rider" and
"X-Men," all back on the air this season.
In addition, CBS and Fox were criticized
for airing primetime specials showing animals attacking and killing human beings
"that would not merely scare children, but
terrify them," Cole said.
UPN, although not officially part of the
study, WAS chided for airing four series during its six hours a week of original programming that raised frequent concerns
about violence. The network actually touted primetime violence by dubbing its

Dole attacks Clinton’s character, ethics
SAN 1)11-1G() (Al’) - Bob Dole
deliveled a blisteling attack on
Pr esidetit
Clinton’s ( harac ter
Iliesdas, ail using him of presiding
over 0111’ of the most unethical
nation’s hisadministrations ill
tory.
"No .1111111111S11.111011 has been
more self-righteous," link. said in a
spec( li
that
was
hint beim
designed to be a pi esleW of a
tougher
debate
stance
at
Vi’echiesday’s final pi usidential
debate.
"lint few administrations have
been unite sell -set %mtg. Ni, administratiiiii has shown mote arrogance. But few have displayed
mote ethical failures."
Dole lied "an integt its gap" in
(
adminisuation
the
"between the bus. standatils they
have adopted and the highii. tii,ti

ihe

that they hold. A gap between
their swagger imd their public
!A:arid:1k"
Dole acknowledged polls showbig him to be trading Clinton, with
just three weeks to go to the election. "If the polls Me to be
believed, mune voters seem m early
to support Bill Clinton, even
though they believe he is unethical," Dole said.
The assault !elm esents a decision
that has been urged xi Dole by his
semor advisers for some time, to
go negative in A IAN11111( ii 1/111 10
gain some movement in a ra«. in
which Dole has been essentially
trailing Clinton by double-digit
margins sinc e last Mao h.
However,
de had seemed
ambivalent about takiiig sot hr
mute, even to the wind whew lie
Iris been askiiig anthem es over the

past few days wheal« they thought
he should be tougher on Clin lllll
in Wednesday’s debate.
But the former Senate niaj
y
leader appeared Tuesday to Ix.
pulling no punches.
"We have seen more than 30
Clinton officials investigated, Flied,
or forced to resign due to ethic al
improprieties," said the I a )1’4 hallenger. "We have seen I llll independent counsels at work, three
investigating menthe’s of the
Cabinet, arid one looking at the
president himm.11."
Iti his remarks, Dolt. tattled off a
atalogur of alleged ethical lapses
I15 die administration, beginning
with the 1993 firing of Whitt.
!lutist. 1 as el c ffiit e yeterans to
the rum tent dispute over links io
Asian businessmen ,ind then (multibillion% to Demo( rms.
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3.
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that the Fits! Amendment to the 1 ’.S.
Constitution guat attires fteedom of
spurt 11(1 ecdom of the ’Hess) to commercial %pee(it (advet Using) as well as free
spec( It in the news ( ()hum’s. lit (km’
advet Using act ess Ii. the newspaper is to
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constitute Mini I, 10 1 01111/11111011 and I Cti1111
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b mail.
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1:unwisely, should leaders (fete" mine a
need lot advei Using ( iit lends deemed
unacceptable, that poll( W011111 IX’ leVIS11tql
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on, leaders.
It is not the intent of the /huh stall and
advisets to publish slea/v .1(1v-rinsing. This
isn’t a singles. adults-only ,"X" laird publication. Not is it a family newspapet that hilduel’ are likely to see. It is it ’wive’ tilIV
paper lead by ctitically thinking college students who we believe pule’ to decide fin
themseles what is offensive and what is not.
S111/1141 Vim encounter an exix.rient e with
an advttiisei you feel is illegal, unfaii. discriminatory m otherwise (thjectionable,
please let its ktnny. We will investigate and
teport to voti ow findings. We have neithel
the time not the iesources to verify (wily
pike, claim in statement in every ad prim
to publication, but we will neve’ knowitiglv
publish any Ave’ tisement we feel is not in
the best kitties’s of out leaders.
Let ns know what you think. A note is the
best way as it pl ()vi(Ies a pave’ trail. Voti may
visit its upstairs in 1)wight Bentel Ilall (1)1111
209A) Our campus zip is 0055 Thu may
reach me at 924-3269.
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No administration has been more self righteous.
But few administrations have been more selfserving.
Bob Dole
Republican presidential nominee

( lied
Clinton’s
also
Ile
Whitewaier dealings and the gathering of hunched\ if sensitise FBI
files by White Iii ilea staffers.
Earlier, in .1 N11111’11 S1.11t1111111
released In his ..inipaign, Dole
urged Arno it an side’s in tin it nut
of office "a president who has
ludiased your trust." Ile said. "11’e
t alnico sas that we want integr us in
wadi( life and then teward its

abseil( e."
Ibile armed in California nil
Alotiday to pi el) for Wednesdas’s
debate and i ampaign for the
state’s 54 elec tin al sides
"It all +tatted r ight here in San
Diego iVe’re giiing to wor k and
When the bell
k and win k
lungs in Cabin! nia. it’s going to say
finch lIttIt Bob Ibile W1/11." Dole
said .t.% Ile .11 /1%111

But it was a rocky beginning in
the city that was host to the 1996
Republican convention. Dole at
first proclaimed he was "honored
to be back here in San Francisco"
at a waterfront rally Monday
evening. After groans from thi
audience, Dole corrected himself.
"Yeah, San Diego, sure."
Dole campaign officials, buoyed
by polls showing Clinton’s lead
(loyal to about 10 points here, say
they have decided to pour additional resources into the state in a
high -risk strategy that could result
in less being spent in other battleground states.
A final decision on how much to
pump into California in the final
three weeks of the campaign won’t
lw made until after Wednesday’s
debate, aides added.x

Fire 95 percent contained
SIR. f .alif
id lighting an
- 1 he
21,finn ai le lilme ii die tugged hi,g Sin area has
teat lied $.1 uuutlfit n, lire information nth, els s.uil
Still firefighting c11.11 Is
pas mg It I he,irs’ur
Inc dial stalled last Alniulas
mili
dit
si aid) ol illis Si rim oastal hamlet was (I -I pril (lit I
Limed In Ab mild% night. ai i .ir ding to lire inIni iii
non nib. cr Daye Shaw I he lite was exptc ted in be
hilly ("wanted In Ir 1, 111 1101.11
1 he 1/1.1/1. 111111..11.1,1k .1111/111 1,1100 .1A le% dining
the night, hut the liiiash ons
nh was all within tin
Imes, if tic ials
Alvanwhile. six spn dusts horn
Area
meigeni s
tram weir ahead% in the
area deter rriiuutuig w11.11 lei iAAIN (111/11s will he needed
I( combat u lllll ill and
damage from the Ili e
"Ace.ii. in the ire p
stages," Shaw said "We’ie
oaf wig In plan lor
omit 4 %Vt ISfuici t stall
eleasing some
hiesilas "

the
Ginund c less.% continued in set fires Mlondav
.s.
perimeter in destroy biel in the path (if the fli
vegetaiii in the fire
iii efighteis As. 1/11111e(1
missed as it !noted into the Los l’ach es Namitial
t,ut-’i ft. iii Ilighwas I. the piiptilm nun 1st iiiad that
nseilniiks the
’Ili is II W111(11 along the coast.
"1 he idea is to keep pushing it until it meets in A
111111111e .111(11/11111N 11Sell 0111 bet .111tie there’s no more
hid," said Steve Kliest, a spokesman fid the massive
Iii ungluing Obit ts based in Pat ifit
s,
Sin fa: t hue fin has binned five single family h
abing with
..mthiuldings mid IWO travel trailers in
Cattle Guisint Ale&
the
A«. flirting to I* S. Forest Service spokeswomen)
Kathy Gond. them might be inure burned buildings.
’mitt( ulat lv in the 1111111A1tped Afr.111 deg) Within MC
rest
1 s Pad! cs Nats dial
"Foil %eyem al days. we ’tills knew id 1111C stria( titre.
destiosed. ’Then we found It
mote," she said.

Considering
Law School?
The Law School Experience
Find out what it’s reIlly like At these free sessions, some of the
Bay Area’s top 1:1% professors will discuss legal education and AfeilS
of specialization. You’ll also learn how to apply for Sprung and
Fall ’97. Deadlines are November 15 and April 15

Los Altos

San Francisco
(widen lo.ite Ini,rpolv,

1:00 p.m.

616 MI,11,11

To intend a session or for more Information call
14161 442 no 10

( ;111 111 \

;511 1. %.15 I 1111

SCHOOL OF LAW

SAN
RANCISCO (API :Although their support has
slipped slightiv. California vide’s
Iasi a hiipiisition 215, whit h
wi mid legali/e mar if
tor med.. al 111.1% .1111.1(1111g to a new Field
1’1/11
1 he s111VeV
MOIlday
..111/Wc.(17,1/1/111e/111 01 likely sic fliers
farmed the initiative after thev
Were 11%1(1 A summary of it.
Another 35 pert end iipposed the
initiative .uul 9 perc oil were uncle.
uled
I
A Field hill last itiiiiith I
1)2 pen ell1 01 V111111% 1AVOted the
p1111/01111111 .111(1 29 pert ent were
I pposed after ha’ tug IVA(’ A
111.11V

Saturday, October 19, 10:00 a.m. 12:00 noon
..,1,1en Gate University, SOW El C mnino Red

Saturday, November 9, 10:00 a.m.

Hemp
support

In thi new 1041,
maiords
%fled stalls - ill per
V.11(1111es
%Vele AWAle
Ihe MA11111.111.1 1111AVIlle.«)mpitred
with 7i1 per( ent in September.
A
g thiise summers in the new
stinrs with pniii knowledge of the
proposition, ’32 per( ent said they
weir. in( lined to support it and 20
per( (In were inclined to vote
against it, with 9 per( emit undecided.
The proposition would permit
the t ultivauon and Inc of martia114 for medicinal purposes when
fel ommended by a doctor.
Supporters contend passage
would help cancer patients.
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King Hussein visits West Bank
JERICHO, West Bank (AP)
Jordan’s
King Hussein made his first visit to the
West Bank on Tuesday since losing the territory to Israel in the 1967 Middle East
War, and pledged support for Yasser
Arafat. "My brother Arafat and I are a
team,’ the Jordanian monarch said.
With the historic visit
the first by an
Arab leader to the autonomous enclave
Hussein also signaled his public acceptance of Palestinian rule in the West Bank
and put more pressure on Israel to accelerate the pace of the peace process.
"I am happy to be on Palestinian land,"
the monarch declared, standing shoulderto-shoulder with Arafat at a news conference in the West Bank town of Jericho.
Both leaders wore checkered Arab headdresses.
In a veiled warning to Israel, Hussein
said he and Arafat would cooperate closely
to ensure that the Jewish state’s new hardline government keeps promises made in
peace agreements with the Palestinians.
1 will do all I can to help complete the
peace process," the Jordanian lung said.

capital of Amman on Monday to meet
with Hussein. The monarch decided to fly
Arafat back to the West Bank on Tuesday
himself
a surprise gesture widely welcorned by Palestinians as a show of support.
Hundreds of Palestinians greeted
Hussein as he landed his helicopter and
inspected a Palestinian honor guard, walking down a red carpet to the sounds of the
Jordanian national anthem and chants of
support from the crowd.
In 1988, a year after the outbreak of the
Palestinian uprising, the monarch
renounced claims to the West Bank in a
speech on Jordanian television, saying it
was up to the Palestinians to determine
their own fate.
By coming to the West Bank now, "the
king shows Jordan’s full support for the
Palestinians on our own ground," said
Assad Abdel Ruhaman, a member of the
PIA) executive c(munittee.
Jordan seized the West Bank during the
1948 Middle East war after the British left
Palestine, which included all of Israel, the

"God willing, we will see realization of the Jewish settler enclaves.
A key sticking point Tuesday was Israel’s
goal ... the establishment of an independemand that its troops be permitted to
dent Palestinian state."
Hussein and Arafat have had a troubled pursue suspects into Palestinian-controlled
relationship. By letting the Palestinian areas. Israel also wants to retain control
leader play host Tuesday, Hussein was also over building and planning in areas where
tacitly acknowledging his own role as a visi- Jewish settlers live.
Israeli officials have said agreement was
tor to the West Bank, over which he once
near.
ruled.
But Arafat said Tuesday that the Hebron
Israelis have been shocked in recent
days at the harsh criticism of their govern- talks were deadlocked. He proposed that
ment by Hussein, who has become one of U.S. troops help patrol the city in order to
Israel’s closest friends since the two coun- allay Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu’s concern for the safety of the
tries made peace in 1994.
The unexpected royal trip comes at a 450 Jewish settlers who live there amid
critical stage in Israeli-Palestinian negotia- 94,000 Arabs.
Netanyahu’s office dismissed the idea,
tions on an Israeli troop pullback from the
West Bank town of Hebron. U.S. mediator and U.S. Defense Secretary William Perry
Dennis Ross has been pressing the two said on Israel’s Army Radio that it "is not
sides to wrap up an agreement quickly, under active consideration."
Arafat planned to travel Wednesday to
reportedly before the U.S. presidential
Cairo to discuss the Israeli-Palestinian
elections on Nov. 5.
Under the agreement between Israel’s peace process with Egyptian President
previous government and the Palestinians, Hosni Mubarak, a Palestinian official said
Israeli troops were to have pulled out of 80 on condition of anonymity.
Arafat had traveled to the Jordanian
percent of Hebron, remaining only near

West Bank and Gaza. Israel captured the
territory in 1967.
Relations between Hussein and Arafat
have been turbulent over the years. In
September 1970, Hussein put down a civil
war that pitted Arafat’s guerrillas against
Bedouin fighters loyal to the king. The
fighting ended with the PLO’s ouster from
Jordan, where Palestinians still compose
more than half the population.
The king has maintained strong ties to
the West Bank, paying the salaries of
Palestinian teachers, judges, lawyers and
Muslim clerics. In 1994 and 1995, Israel
handed a third of the West Bank and twothirds of the Gaza Strip to PLO rule.
In their peace treaty. Israel acknowledged Jordan’s special role in administering the Muslim holy sites in east Jerusalem,
but Arafat appointed his own chief cleric
in direct rivalry with the one named by
Jordan.
Jordan has since said it sees itself as a
guardian of the holy sites until the
Palestinians have established sovereignty
in east Jerusalem.

Suharto meets Nobel winner in East Timor
DILI,
Indonesia
(AP)
President Suharto met Tuesday
with East Timor’s Nobel laureate
bishop at a public function but
made no mention of the prize or
the 21 -year-old conflict arising
from Indonesia’s military occupation.
In his third visit to East Timor
since 1976, Suharto inatiguiated a
giant marble statue of Jesus as a
sign of religious tolerance in predominately Muslim Indonesia as
well as five infrastructure projects.
In a speech Suharto made no
mention of the independence
movement in East Timor. Nor did
Suharto mention the Nobel Peace
prize awarded last week to Bishop
Carlos Felipe Ximenes Belo and
former guerrilla leader, Jose
Ramos-Horta, leading critics of
Indonesian rule.

usual attitude.
The president, a former general
who ordered the 1975 invasion,
was driven from the airport to the
governor’s office tin ()ugh the
streets of
e kat «1 by sec Lllity
forces of the : al heavy morning
traffic.
In keeping (stilt nadtt,m, he
tufo, and
%UM I. .1 di um I hol
signed plaques to matiginate the
56-feet Christ statue, a highway,
three bridges and a street trained
for his wile,
Earlier. Subm to walked tap to
Belo .and shoaik hands a oh him
brivils. I hes later Ilea in .1 helicopter together lot less than iiii
hour with other "flit rals to input t
the status on a hill met looking the
bay.
Belo said he and Stake to spike
little (luring the flight .ind the

Indonesia invaded East Timor in
late 1975, and annexed it in midst
of a civil war that ended 400 years
of Portuguese colonial rule.
As many as 260,000 people were
killed by military action, disease or
starvation during the first five years
of Indonesian rule. Human rights
groups say Indonesimi troops have
tortured, beaten and killed civilians in a bid to stifle separatist aspirations.
The Nobel committee’s naming
of the two Fast Timorese stung and
infuriated Indonesia, whose only
comment has been to condemn
the prize.
Even though Suharto’s trip
put
planned earlier this year
him in an embarrassing position of
govmeeting with the bishop, the
ernment decided to go ahead,
apparently to portray a business-as-

president didn’t mention the
Nobel. He said that at one point,
while flying over a parched brown
hill. Sultan) joked that, "If we ( annot make the bill green, we will
!hunt it green."
(Nlicials said that later in the
day, the two men shook hands it
,lif 1,s,ri bei4 s
’entailed to jakai
Ramos -11d ta,
Belo’s e
said the statue was "an alit ont to
the East Timorese people and a
toke in jxmir taste."
Besides. Siihai to’s visit "is a pubity stunt tim signal 11111filletil.111
sner eigni% aal list hind, to purity’ or to county’ the natal national support lot East Imam.- lac
told repoi teas in Syclaid. Aosta ,ilia,
whets’ he Ines ill exile.
At the inaliginaiion s eivitionv.
Commandei Gen.
Alined For,

Feisal Tanjung was the only
Indonesian official who mentioned
the Nobel prize.
-Congratulations for the award,"
Tanjung told Belo, as he shook his
hands and took a seat beside him
on the stage under a canopy of
palm leaves.
Bd.’. the most influential lion a.
only piechniimalith
in
die
Catholic region in the woild’s
largest Muslim nation, is a yoe al
t Otis (il the Indonesia’s militai v
rade.
he
In .111 interview with
Ass.. hated l’ress on Monday, Belo
said he lisped that the prin. would
ins ream si essure on Sultana r’s goyel lament to a esailve the is mliii t. Ile
suggested a addendum am autonomy as sine solution, hut Indonesia
has tele( tell it in the past.
"Then what does it want..." Belo

said. "That the 700,000 East
Timorese people just bow their
heads?"
Also today, Suharto received the
tide "Bapak Imegrasi," or "Father
of Integration" referring to East
Timor’s absorption by Indonesia
.!( - - skit
pal hanient.
Aix slit 200 students protested
the title by making a bonfire of
Isis al newspapers that carried ph lures (il Suharto. The protest outside the University of East Timor
was dispersed by police..
"It does not come from theheart of the people. It is a choice
made by the offie ials," one protester said.

Report:Yeltsin’s surgery might not take place
MOSCOW (AP)
President
Roris Yeltsin’s heart surgery was
delayed by a low hemoglobin
« iiiii t
and now may
anemia
alit take place at all, a Moscow
radio station said ’Tuesday. His
()Ili«. denied the report.
Presidential spokesman Sergei
Year Thembsky disputed the report
by Et his Moscow, whic h quoted
unidentified sources and doctors
from the hospital where NCItsin is
ripe( ted to undergo hspa.ss
surgery.
"Preparations for the operation
are going according to plan. All
the measures that the doctors
described are being implemented," Yastrzhembsky said. "No one
has said anything about c hanging
the s( hedule."
He gave no spe( ifi«late for the

surgery, but said it will take plat e
before year’s end.
The president’s sui geon said
today that Niltsiti’s treatment is on
hedule.
Dr. Remit Ak( Inn in, who is visiting the United States, said he
expects to keep to the timetable
outlined last month with Niltsin’s
operation to take place in late
Novembei sit earls. 1)er embea
"Nobody knows the vita( t date
of the operation, bin the time limits, mtntiotied at ionstiliattions in
Most ow, at e farm likely to be Is (I lowed," he told the ITAR-Tass11110.
agency by telephone.
Yeltsin, b5, is staying at a govei rn
merit rest Iris
m /11111111. Moss ow
while preparing for sal gen
INK tors said his heart needed
tel heal Abel a slight heait attac k
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HALLOWEEN
Kiddie World Carries SHOP
An Extensive Line of
Halloween Items.
Best Selection,
Price and Service.

ADULT AND CHILDREN’S

Hats, Wigs, Costumes
and Make-Up. Plus: Spiders,
Bats, Snakes, Ruts, Masks, Swords,
Party Supplies & Decorations.
Hundreds of Items to (hoose Fromh
(all for extended hours Halloween Week.
All Your Halloween
Needs Under One Roof!

Kiddie World San Jose
3640 Sleveris (reek Blvd (408) 741 1100

K

OCTOBER 20, 1996
SJSU WALK FOR AIDS TEAM
CALL JASON (1) 924-6304

KIDDIE WORII’i
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Pope leaves
hospital
Waving to wellROME (Al’)
wishers and walking with a (
Pope John Paul II left the In (vital
luesday as doctors pronoun( ed
him well-healed from surgery mid
leared him to return iii work.
The pontiff. who had 1101 been
seen using a sane sin( e mid-I 995,
following hip-replacement surgery,
returned to the Vatic an exactly a
week After his appendectomy
Doctors at Gemelli Polyclinic
removed the stitches Tuesday and
said the operation should end the
pope’s recurring bouts of fever,
which they blamed (in an
inflamed appendix.
Surgeon Fran( este) (a-tie itu said
he advised the 76-year-old pope to
go easy for the next couple of
weeks at least, and scheduled one
timid he kup at the 1(’Atican. The
pope embraced the doctor before
getting into his linemsnie.
"We only said, ’Get some rest,’"
the surgeon said.
0111 all said the operation had
gone well partially because the
pope "has a very strong body."
On Nov. I, John Paul is to join
priests from around the world for
several days of Masses, receptions
and other ceremonies to celebrate
the 50th anniversary of his ordination to the priesthood.
"Even if lie isn’t ready, he’ll do
it anyway," Crucitti joked, referring to the pope’s eagerness to
resume a grueling schedule.
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Spartans
name new
softball
coach

Sports
at a
glance
Schedule

By Christine Ann Bacas
Sperm Daily &Of Writer

Football
The Spartans travels to
Colorado for the second
time this year to take on
the Colorado State Rams
on Satiirday the game
begins et noon.

Volleyball
the Spartans go on the
road to far:e till P
IhursdiN They then return
home to take on Fresno
State / p r n. Saturday in
the I vent Crofter.

Men’s soccer
the Spartans will take on
UNIV at Spartan Stadium
on I relay at / 30 p rri

Women’s soccer
the tr;(Jrn plays Utah
Thiry hly at Spartan
Stadium at /:30
pin

Spartan Hockey
Cltati State I relay arid
Saturday at the Ice
Centere, next to Six ;flan
Staring ri Roth gory it
are /:45 p rn

Women’s soccer
ihe Svotc II IS Will t
bend butt and kick dminst
ri
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Olivier Saint-Jean waits for his name to be announced as the players are introduced at Tuesday’s mid-day
madness in the Event Center The afternoon rally was aimed at kicking off the official start Of the basketball
season and featured prize giveaways, raffles, and a slam dunk contest.
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Connie Miner, head women’s softball
coach at Eastern Michigan University, is
among 12 coaches to leave the se hool in
the last two years. But what is EMU’s loss is
SJSU’s gain when Miner begins her new
role as the Spartan head women’s softball
coach ()cc 211.
"1 was impressed with the people in the
(SJSU) athletic department," said Miner,
who was the assistant coach at EMI.’ for IS
years and head coach for nine years.
"Another appeal is playing in the WAC,
which is premiere in the country."
Dr. Thomas Brennan, SIM’ director of
athletics, said there was a strong pool of
candidates for the job, hut Miner shawl out.
"She’s a successful head coat h. She has a
strength in pitching, and a put hung «iat h
is important," he said. "Everyone WWI
impressed by her."
A native of Long Island, Kan., Miner said
she started playing hall when she was live
years old. "I was fortunate to have good
coaches who encouraged me to go with it,"
she said. ""Fhat’s where 1 get my drive’ to get
quality coaches for athletes."
Attending Kearney Stair! 0,111..gc, Miner
was a four-year lettemitmer and lititql
Conference Pitt her id the Veat twit e. She
graduated with a Rat helor’s of Arts degree
in health, physic -al education and recreation in 1979.
Miner coat he’d EMI’ to two nationally
ranked and four regionally ranked seasons
and two second plat e finishes in the MidAmerit an Ginfirrent c. "I’ve been lucky
c
gh to have a great it tat !Ong stall,"
Miner said alit Jut het suit es. "lint get recognized (for vont silt. 4’41), kill it all goes
hack to the student athletes I ut had
united young !Airs. They always give 100
pen unit,"
Nib Parks, EMU’s head men’s
k
coat It, said Miner is an impressive coat h
who will be greath missed.
is a
friendly and upbeat person," he said. "She’s
hard-working, puts a lot of time itittutu
Ii Rig. She has the stiolunts’ lute, est at heart."
Moving to ( .alit. iiina is espe, alIt appealing bet ails, su,fifu,tlI Was
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WC I ati’t prat tilt
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(at EMI
Parks Sala N111111 will tin’s fill het mi CS%
Ill SIM’. "II NA, lough tat EMU) het mist.
the weathei is had and the It. dm is not
geared for softball." he said. "(At SjS1’i she
w what she’s
(i ltlowell. She definitely knos
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Basketball: Mid-day Madness kicks off SJSU basketball season

From page 6
at midnight, the time many schools take the floor
for
their first official workout of the season.
it would have been nice, but I’m not complaining," said sophomore Kweli Baker. "At least we did
have something to commemorate the raising of the
banners and the ring presentations."
Each of the returning Spartan players, coaches,
managers and trainers were presented with a Big West
Championship ring by President Robert L. Caret.
The action on the court was highlighted by a slam
dunk contest, judged by former San Jose Mayor Tom
McEnrey, Spartan women’s basketball Coach Karen
Smith and Darren Greene, a member of the 1995-96
basketball tram.
Baker won the six -player contest by half a point
over jwnor Olivier Saint-Jean.
"Kweli’s gut some hops, I know that," said Jeff Hull.

former president of the Spartan Rebounders.
thought Saint-Jean would be the favorite, but Kweli
stuck it down. I was pretty impressed with him."
Baker brought the house down when he tossed the
ball high in the air and finished with a flawless windmill slam. The dunk earned 29 points and perfect
scores from Greene and Smith.
Last year’s "Most Inspirational Player" Ken
Kavanagh entertained the crowd with a few dunks of
his own, but knew that Baker, a fellow San Diego
native, was the favorite.
"I’ve been watching him dunk since the ninth
grade," Kavanagh said, "Every time I see him dunk he
has a little something extra to entertain the crowd
with."
Saint-Jean was awarded near-perfect marks for his
360-degree dunk, but fell short of the eventual champion.

"I’ve won dunk contests before so 1 know it’s not
just about doing the dunk," Baker said. ’It’s about
playing with the judges and playing with the crowd.
When they see you having fun, then they’ll have fun."
Fun was the theme as Morrison celebrated his 57th
birthday by giving his players a rare break front the
exhaustive conditioning normally featured in his
early-season practices.
Approximately 600 fans filed into the Event Center,
some to see the practice, and others to take a shot at
winning prizes ranging from T-shirts to a paid semester of tuition.
Morrison said the entire event was designed to get
students, faculty, staff and community supporters
involved with the basketball program.
"That was the single most important thing,"
Morrison said, "because it is really a wash in terms of a
real practice."

Classz fled
The SPARTAN DAJLY
mks, no clan IN products or
Minim advertised below nor is
the.-., guarantee implied. The
classified caimans of the Spartan
Deily consist of paid advertising
and diming’ are not Approved or
verified by the newspaper.

PRESCHOOL TEACHERS 2 pos.
P.M., 12 ECE & Exp. SJ & Los Gatos.
Accred. wog. Start non. 2861533.

COMPUTER JOCKEY (MAC)
Wanted Strong graphics a Rex.
hours. close to SJSU. Informal
atmosphere. leans 0.K Also need
artist for (very) non.P.C. work & one
silkscreener 984-40E16 anytime
TEACHERS / TEACHERS AIDES
FT/PT positions awailable with
Infants, Toddlers. Preschool &
School Age Great advancement &
growth opportunity. Good benefits.
Immediate openings. ECE units
preferred Cali PRIMARY PLUS
4083700357
SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students
shifts
F/T or P/7
Top Pay with Many Benefes,
Cal a apicry r cow). Mtn Sun 77
iss
408286-5880 5880
Between San Carlos at Parma.
Si
Slue.
Platy
tiered tre Cat arid

o(revieviunum ATTITUDE!
Motivated, ambitious. people
needed for mktg. co
Call now 4013246-8478

ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS
Int’i co. seeks 3 energetic
people for local office Sales
& marketing with potential for
growth. Call 408-247-8478

FAX: 924-3282

Phone: 924-3277
MILPITAS HUNGRY HUNTER
Positive, se-motivated,
service oriented people are
needed to fill positions as
Lunch Servers. Dinner Servers.
Hostesses. arid Bussers.
Please apply at
1181 E. Calaveras Blvd.
between 2:00pm - 4:00pm

TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Flexible hrs 9am9pm. Downtown
near hearer . 4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
Promotions 494-0200.
EMPLOYMENT
TEACHERANSTRUCTOR.P/T Inst.
elem. schools. Degree/cred. not
DAY CARE TEACHERS
’IMMEDIATE OPENINGS"
req. Work around college sched.
Woo, fcr a Major E. Co. n kileas Small World Schools is hiring P/T Opp. for teaching experience.
and F/T teachers for our school- VM 4032874170 x408. EOE/AAE
ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLEV
’No Experience Needed
age day care programs in San
Jose and Santa Clara. Units in
(Company will provide training)
SAN JOSE LIVE!
ECE. Rec, Psych, Soc. or Educ
1St Shift: starting $6.00/hr
Three Fantastic Clubs
required These may be completed
2nd Shift starting $6,60/hr
and one Great Restaurant
or you be currently enrolled. Call
3rd Shift: starting $8.00/hr
IS NOW HIRINGI
379-3200 z20.
Call 408.942.8866
Cocktail Servers,FocdServers,Doa
Services,
Inc.
liosts,Bartenders & Kitchen Raft
Electronix Staffing
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Apply in person after 6 pm.
1778 Clear Lake Ave. (2nd FL),
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Valid I.D. & Social Security Card
Milpitas, ELIE Rwry 680. red Landess
Great for Students!
Ae east. turn left at Clear Lai* Axe.
required. San Jose Lye!
Serving Downtown Sarilose.
150S. 1st St. Located in the
Inner City Express.
Pavilion Oowntown San Jose
SUBSTITUTESFLEXIBLE HOURS
CM 406.291-2234.
Small World Schools is hiring sub- 22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
stitute teachers for our 13 day
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
care centers. Units in ECE, Rec, TEACHER’S AIDE, work with
up to $120/week!
Psych. Soc, or Ed required. These children, ages 6-22 with behavBecome a Sperm Donor.
may be completed or you can be ioral/ developmental problems.
currently enrolled. This isa great Exp, with special ed./behavior Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
position for students. We can work modification preferred. Small Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
around your school schedule, classes. Long-term temp, 30 Contact California Cryobank
even 4 you are only available 1a2 hrs/wk. B.A. preferred S8.50/hr. 415-324,1900, M-F. 8-5pm.
afternoons. Cal 408379-3200 )20. No benefits. Send resume to
PCC/Zonta. 4300 Bucknall Rd. WORK AROUND SCHOOL HOURS
’Retail Sales & Customer Service
San Jose, CA 95130. EOE/AA
CAFE - DOWNTOWN
’Part-lime or Full-Time
Counter Help and Espresso
Intemsbos/Academicaedit pass
RECEPTIONIST NEEDED
Maker. Will train. Part or full time.
Mon Fri. 12:00-5:30
100 Corporate Scholarships
Fun, busy atmosphere. Cell
awarded this school pearl
Located on 1St & Santa Clara
Ray or Kathy at 408-287-4111.
Call Darlene @408/271 7900.
STARTING PAY $12.50
THE HOLIDAYS WILL BE HERE
before you know it. Need a part- BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
time or hilitme jobfl If you like to Earn to $25.00/hr salary v tips. *No experience necessary
work in a fast-paced environment Students mama n te rnmediate *Complete training provided
and meet aiot of great people, area RS-time/part-time openings. ’Call (408) 280-5195.
TARGET in Cupertino is the answer Call today 1-415-968-9933.
for you. We have a variety of International Bartenders School. MOODS POSIGILE READVIG NOOKS
Part Time At Home Toll Free
positions available and the hours
1-800898-9778 ed 82236 for
SHERATON SAN JOSE
to fit school schedules. Call
is now seeking candidates
Listings
406725.2651 or come by the store
for the following positions.
and till out an application. 20745
GET PAID WELL TO VISIT
FRONT DESK:
Stevens Creek Blvd. Cupertino.
Flexible Interesting Fun
Guest Service Agent
-paying adventures.
well
PBX
&
Operator
HOUSECLEANIMS NEEDED Good
Get your exclusive free info
Bell Person
Pay! Expenenoe, professional. Ergs
package tonight. See how!
HOUSEKEEPING:
speaking, own trans. Established
Call:408793-5106 voice mail.
maid service Call Ann 737-1741
Guest Room Attendant
email: reserchpubOaol.com.
House Person
Research & Publish. Box 35705
’FAX Resume to 9431707 or
WE’RE HIRING! Dry and evening
Monte Sereno, CA 95030
Apply in Person.
positions. Apply in person, 24prn.
1801 Barter Iii. Milpitas.
Mon.-Thur. The Old Spaghetti
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
Job Hotline 943.0600. ext 151
Factory, 51 N. San Pedro. Si
for egg donation Desperate Asan
Equal Opportunity Employer.
couples need your help to ococese
WANTED: SERVERS
The Palace Restaurant
VALET PARKERS P/T, nights & Can you help? Ages 21 29
146S Murphy Ave Sunnyvale. Ca. weekends for private parties in non-smoker. healthy & itoccroble
TEL 408-7395179
Los Gatos/Saratoga area. Must Generous stipend and expenses
have min. 1 yew customer service paid. Other etrinictaes also needed.
FAX 408.7395237
experience, and desire to serve Reese cal WWFC 1510-8209495.
TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS people. Polite, well groomed,
Elementary school-age recreation and professional attitude only.
tips
program. P/T from 2-6pm. M -F 19 years v. $5 75/hour
during the school year, turns into Call Mike, 800-8253871
Certain advertisements In
FIT for P/1) during summer camp
these columns rosy rear the
program. Excellent salary. Los GREAT )0111 GREAT PEOPLE!
reader to specific telephone
Gatos/Saratoga Recreation Dept. A leading telecommunications
numbers Of addresses for
company located in north San
Call Janet at 354-8700x23.
additional Information
Jose is seeking 1) customer
Classified readers !Mould be
service representatives and 21
JAPANESE RESTAURANT
reminded that, Mien meldng
Waitresses & busboys wanted sales people. Many positions
them further contacts, they
P/T lunch & dinner shiftS. open. Hours 10am4pm or 39pm
should require complete
hourly
Fun Job! Call Minato 609989711. 20+ hours weekly $6+
Information before sending
Commissions Must be self
moray for goods or services
CIELOCARE, OCCAMONAL NIGHTS motivated No experience ok
In addition, readers slimed
& WEEKENDS. 2 children $5/hr Will train Bilingual preferred
cesellully Sweettorte d Rime
Experienced preferred. Call Torn Call fOr David M 408/441 8600
cillsoing employment Wino
or Fax 408/4419988
or Carol @ (408) 944-9840
orcoupone for discount
%mations or marched’s*
WAITRESS WANTED LUNCH TIME $1000’s POSSIBLE TYPING. Part
11.00am 2 00pm. Good tips Time Ai Home Toll kw I 800898
Knowledge of Japanese foods 9778 eat 12236 for Listings
preferred. Okayama Restaurant
565-A No 6th St Ph. 2899508
I CAN EARN MONEY FOR YOU
while you attend class. For info call
415 299 8985. Iv msg. or write
Box 3004 Stanford, CA 94309

After the 1996-97 men’s and women’s players were
introduced, the first two of 10 students tried a halfcourt shot for a semester of paid tuition. All 10 failed,
but a student later cashed in from mid-court and won
a trip for two to the Western Athletic Conference
Tournament in Las Vegas.
Joy Orinion, a business management major, did not
try for the tuition but attempted a shot for the Vegas
trip. "I tried," Orin ion said. "I did a little granny thing,
but it wasn’t strong enough.
"It was a great chalice for me to see who the
upcoming players are."
Hull also made a futile attempt from half court, but
said he was encouraged by the turnout.
"I saw a lot of students here, which was a good
sign," Hull said. "I think that is one of the things that
has been lacking here."

YMCA NOW HIRING
Directors and Teachers
for School-age and Preschool
Child Care. Full Time & Part Time.
615 ECE or related units. For
more info call Mary @ 298.3888.
MANAGER TRAINEES
No experience required.
Corp. opening new offices in
area. Managers earn
s$4000/mo. base + comm.
Start Immediately. 629-1241.
GLOBAL
Asian, European, Latin
rtemational Health Environmental
Co. rapidly expanding.
Need dynamic sales reps as
as
several individuals to be
well
trained for leadership role.
’Full training available
Outstanding career &
income opportunity.
Call Brian, Christy 408.261-8280.

VOLUNTEERS
CIMEAM YOUTH OUTREACH is
looking for volunteers to seve as
Bible Club leaders, tutors, big
brothers/sisters. camp counselors and coaches. Consider joining our team by contacting Fran
Lewis. Phone: 232-56004788.
Email’ flewisec ityteamorg .
ARE YOU IN AN INTERRACIAL
RELATIONSHIP? Have you ever
been in one? Be part of an exclting study. Seeking gay di straight
participants All ages/ethnic
backgrounds. Please call (408)
2350600 Today!!
HELP ANIMALS!
Rescue Agency needs Walkers.
Cuddlers, Cleaners & Feeders
for Cats & dogs. Volunteer & pay
positions available. Call Jolene at:
415-9603547. Meow!

FOR RENT

WORD PROCESSING

2 BORK APARTMENT-MO/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

SHARED HOUSING
ROOM FOR RENT $350/mo+
1/4 util. water & garbage paid.
Condo. off Tully/101, near bus.
W/D. D/W, 2 car garage, alarm.
Page Jenn @6415094, ASAP

CAMPUS CLUBS
PARK CITY UTAH JAN. 6-11th.
SJSU SKI & SNOWBOARD CLUB.
$AM. includes air, 5 nights full
condo stay, 4 out of 5 day lift
pass, hot tubbing & morel Can
Mark 408/292 0955.

SPORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINEI
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1.510-634-7575.

TUTORING
LEARN MATH AT SUPER SPEED
Algebra Trigonometry Calculus
http://www.relax-leam.com
415-5088129 for free details.

GOVT FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax,
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll
1964 MAZDA PICK-UP TRUCK Free 1-800-8989778 Ext H-2236
$500 Good condition, 5 spa good for current listings.
for hauling Call 4089301974.

SCHOLARSHIPS
SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porsches. Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW’s. Corvettes. Also Jeeps. FREE MONEY For You Educationl
4WD’s
listings . Yo u Area. Toll Free 1-800 Apply for your share in millions of
898-9778 eel.A2236 for current unclaimed private sector aid. Call
Scholarship Resource Services
40826113676.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

1St/MINU1E PHONE CARD
Call tern aily Lttne to sky avre rite
USA including Alaska and Hawaii
A great budget toot for students
Charge with your credit card For free
nfo arid cent oar 1 8003802623

III RAISE YOUR GRADES III
5.150 4.0 GPA students share their
secrets! Benetrt horn their expen
ence! NEW Self tutoring Tech
niques1 F01 booklet, send $4 99+
99 S&H to SYNERGIX. Dept SD
1794 Plaza Casftas, San Jose. CA
95132

COMPUTERS ETC,

AUTO, UFE & HEALTH
Farmers Insurance Group
Save Money Compare we rates
Pay by the Month
Special Student Discounts
Foreign Student Drivers Welcome
CALL TODAY R)R A FREE QUOTE
Minim & Mien 408/3669/323
408/777 7900

MUST SACRIFICE! PENTIUM
133 tower system, 15 in monitor,
$7175: AND 133 tower system,
14 in monitor. $1675 Both fey
loaded! Will deliver & install Eric
2939632

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Se-wig SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Dnvers’
-Good Rates for NonGood Onsets"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’ "Family Nutmeat"
TODAY 2965270
CAU.
OPPORTUNITIES
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
own.
BEER, Learn to brew you
NO OBLIGATION
For info, write BREW. PO Bo.
Saturdays 9-2.
Also
open
440475, Aurora. Co 80044

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

COUCH/FUTON BED with upper
bunk, 2" metal tube, blkiblk,
6199. obo.GLASS COFFEE table
with wrought iron base. $75 obo
TAN SOFA 6 ft great cord $125
Eric 293-9832

INSURANCE

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $5700 Per rf,r
Save 30% 617%
on your dental needs
For info call 1 800 655 327

CLASSROOM COMPUTER CO.
3549 Haven Ave OH
Menlo Park, CA 94025
RI 180018005115
FAX (41513061120
Refurbished Computers
SCHOOL SPECIAL’,
Mac SE & Class
LC II. LC Ill
Perform a 47’,
PowerMacs
Invet Printers
Laser Printers
Dot Matrix Printer,

FOR NAnowu. / Mein’ R4TEs cRu. 406-924-3277

Print your ad ham L ire Is 33 spaces, including lettes, nLifbers, purtuation & spaces between words.
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Send crack a nut ley order to

Sparer Deily Omuta ads
fen Joss SeMr University
len Jona CA 911110141
Climatal lest is located in Dwiiiit Bede! Hall, Room 20;1
Deadline 10 00 a m two week days beforepubiication
All ads are prepaid No retinas on cancelled ads
III Rates fir consecutive pLblicaticns dales Cnly
G QUESTIONS? CALL (4011)9144177

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Fusion, Funk. Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.

HEALTH & BEAUTY
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted haw.
Back Chest - Lip- Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 ace if made before 12-31-96.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
(406)379-3500.
OVERWEIGHT? Wishing on a star?
Me too. Be a caring friend in
mutual help. Raphael 2384556.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Bayvvood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
Electrolysis is the answer!!
I remove hair from any where
on your body, from facial hair to
bikini area. Call for appointment.
Camelia’s Electrolysis Place.
1190 Lincoln. San Jose, 9939093.
MonSat./ Free Cons./ Eve appts.
All Students Receive 20th Discount.

FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE

AUTOS FOR SALE

FAST FLIKIRAMER Raise $500 5
daysOsialts, Gaups. Ckts, maseted
ntheduals. Fast. easy No financial
obligation. 1 E100 862 19F0 ext.33,

SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
MOVING SOON?!
Theses, term papers, group 1.11 HELPNG HAND Moving Asestarte
projects, resumes, mini or micro do the work for you!
cassette transcription. AS formats. * Professional movers & packing
Fax available. Experienced, ’Free wardrobes with move
dependable, quick return. ’Free insurance
Almaden/Branham area. Call ’ by cost boxes/packing material
Linda 408-264-4504.
*Local & Long Distance
Two locations to serve the Bay Azea!
Saratoga 308.0113
SUZANNE’S
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
Santa Clara 951-4074
Word Processing and Editing
Academic/Bus. Work Accepted. TYPING UNLIMITED for all your
Reports Theses MLA/TURA8 typing needs. Reports, Resumes.
Expert In APA Format
Cover Letters. 408-441-7461.
WP5.1/6.0-Laser Printer -Fax Pick upend delivery options.
7 days a week lam 9pm
(510)489-9794 (Bus/Residence) WRITING ASSISTANCE any
RELIABLE- FAST- ACCURATE. subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
Science & English papers/theses college teacher) assists with
our specialty. Laser printing. research & writing. Tutorial also
APA. Turabon and other formats. avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Resumes, editing, graphics Convenient Peninsula location.
and other services available on Dissertation/thesis specialist.
either WordPerfect or Word. Samples & references available.
Masterson’s Word Processing, Chinese & other languages
Cal Paul cr Virginia 4013251-0449. spoken. Foreigners welcome!
For free tips, tools and ideas on
’AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED* how to improve your writing,
Graduate Studies. Thesis. Term visit our user-friendly Website
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects, at http://www.scipluccom
Rearnes, Al Formats. Specializing Regular e-mail: aciOnetcorn.com
in APA. Spelling/ Grammar/
Call for free phone consultation:
Punctuation/ Bating. 24+ yen Eira (415) 5260505...sek for DeadeL
WP 5.1/HPLaser. PAM’S
PROFESSION% WORD PROCF_SSING, WRITING HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
247 2681. 8am-8pm
Essays, letters, application
TWO’S Word Processing Service. statements, proposals, reports.
ResumesSchool Papers’ Flyers etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
Powerpoint presentations
VISA/MasterCerd. FAX. (Nell.
*Color output
VERY LOW RATES.
Call Today! 4087233113.

_CarriausClubs _Rental Hakim
Great Messages* _Snaredi-toising
__Real Estate
Emits*
_Arnaroorarle _Services*
Lost arid Ford** _Hes it)Deauty
_Secnsfirriiis
_Vauban’
_instrance
For Sale
_Auta For Sale* _Eniertairrnenr
_Computers E k _Travei
_Tut:tint
._Word Processing
_ErrplOyment
_Sd-olarships
_Opccrintties

Ads must be placed in person in
Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for .3 line ad for 3 days.
required.
ID
Student
2pm.
and
10am
0BH209, between
community.
"Lost & Found ads ere offered free, 3 lines for 3days, as a service to the campus

Daily
CRosswoRD
ACROSS
1 List of
candidates
6 Seize
9 Chatty
14 Eagle’s nest
15 Pitcher’s slat
16 Worship
17 Cascade
19 Soviet founder
20 Bashful
21 Wash away
23 Writing tools
24 Slippery fishes
26 Cowboy
Gene 28 Type of equinox
’11 Puff of wind
33 Mass migration
34 More frequently
381 egend
39 Pair
40 Sandwich
cookie
42 Interfered
45 Taxed
47 McEntire of
country music
48 Wise one
49 Neutral shades
52 Submissive
" Cheating
Heart"
54 F arm buildings
F awn’s mother
60 Actor Flynn
62 Name of two
U S presidents
65 Make fun of
66 " - Poetica"
67 Boneless cut
of meat
68 Loafed
69 Born
70 Subarctic forest

DOWN
I Cuts (timber)
2 Jacob’s wife
’I Bohemian
4 Equal score

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

UMMMOU
MMMMMU
MOOMUMO UMMMMMO
MUUMUU OMMMOMO
ULM OMMOMM MUM
mM1110
MOM MUM
MOMMM =MU MMUM
MM0M010 UOm UUM
MOO MOUM
OM DUD UOMMMM
MOM mOMM BUONO
MOmM hull
OMOm
MMUMMO UOM
MMMMUDO OMMUMOM
MMMOIMMO (IMMO=
MUMMUM
BOMB=
5 Pont’s always
6 Gets closer
7 Singer
Guthrie
8 Hairless
9 Guy’s
counterpart
10 Handy
11 Boo-boo
12 Salty
13 Longings
18 Chops clown
22 "Born in IA"
24 Finished
25 Water, in Paris
27 Colorado
Indian
28 Old soldier
29 Test
30 Part in a play
31 Dutch
cheese
32 E T ’s transport
35 "Vertigo star
36 Guitarist
Clanton
37 Film in it

39 Socie y
newcomer
41 Poem
43 Thirsty
44 Minus
45 1 oamy soil
46 Before
49 Injured in the
bullring
50 Of the
countryside
St Developed
Bullwrnkle.
for one
53 Abominable
Snowman
55 Modern
Persia
56 Knowledge
57 Where In buy
I asirami
58 f moon,
assini
singer
59
James
61 I irec ed
hI "alamander
64 F y means of

MEM= MIN MIMI
MIN= MU EMU
MMEMMUMEM MEM
EMMA NM
MEM
MEM
MN=
MIME= MEMO
INIMMEM MMIIMMEN
MU. NM
MEIN= MOM=
WM WM=
IMMO
MMEMM
MBE
MIME
MEMO
MEM MINIMMMOMM
ME= MEM MIMMEM
IIMMEM 6111M INIMME
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Cheap pads best heel pain treatment
millions of
NEW YORK (AP) For
Americ :ars who want Felled from heel pain,
oyer-the-c minter pads that sell for $10 or
so (’.111 1, betty: than i usiont-made shoe
inserts that «,st hundreds of clidlais, a
studs found.
flee] !rim) is the most I ormnon reason
people go 10 a foot din tor, and many doctors Stall treatment with the c ustorn-made
(levy e lint the new work suggests that
most suffer s may not have to see a dortot a! all
Star Illig 111.11111(111 with fiVeldhl,-(CalIllef
It idd SaSt ((((lit’ 111111 $2011 11111111/11 :1
4
111d5
war), Said study dirt’,’
%Val 111 11e.11111 1.11
it DI (den 10 rile!, head of the Sari
1-4,11, is, I, Oi Mope& Foot and Ankle

For millions of Americans who want relief from heel
pain, over-the-counter pads that sell for $10 or so work
better than custom-made shoe inserts that cost hundreds of dollars.
while several million others with the disorder don’t go to a doctor.
The study involved 236 patients who
were otherwise healthy and were seen at
15 hospitals across the country. All were
prescribed exercises to stretch the arch
and heel cord. In addition, some were randomly assigned to get either a semi -rigid,
plasti« minim-made arch support or one
three iIll-the-shelf pads: a rubber heel
I up, a silk one pad for below the heel or a
felt an h support that extends under the
heel.
After eight weeks:
72 percent of patients who .just did the
exercises reported at least some pain
relief,

Surgeon’s.
The study was financed by c ompanies
that make the three over-the4 minter pads
used in the study and bi the American
Orthopedic Foot and
iery.
The resear, /111 ti illip/1.1SI/ed that the
study dealt tad’ with pain [(lief gained
during the hist eight weeks"! treau-nent
that ian take a yea: longer studies will be
needed to see if the I esults hold up, they
said.
The studs tot used on plantar fay this,
the major cause of heel Pain. 11 I anses
dull in stabbing pain similar la, walking
with a stone under the heel.
Pfeffer said pei haps 2 million or !it, t rases
get treated eyely year 111 the United States,

1 111- 1,51(115W111. (1151 rihed tiesdasliv
lir LaoII hes, all ass,11 late prof essoi III
orthopedir singe! s at the Uniseisity of
South« ii California and a study I 0-authot,
at a 1,1 esentation sponsoied 1,,,. the
A,, ,,
(1, !hop dic

those who also used the custom-made
inserts did no better.
05 percent of silicone pad users, 88 percent of those using the heel cup and 81
percent of patients using the felt arch support said they had gotten at least some
relief.
Pfeffer said the heel cup and felt inserts
cost about $10, while the silicone pad runs
about $40. Custom-made arch supports
cost about $180 to $500, he said.
Matthew Mirones, president of the
Pedorthic Footwear Association, which
represents people who design and make
custom-made shoe inserts, said he agreed
that custom-made inserts shouldn’t be the
initial treatment for heel pain.
But !Yfirones said that custom-made
inserts can be made with a variety of materials and designs, and that a different custom insert might have performed better in
the study Pfeffer said it’s hard to imagine
that other types could do better than off the -shelf pads for initial treatment, and

even if they did, the difference probably
wouldn’t be worth the added cost
Pfeffer said that people can try the exercises and an over-the-counter product
available at drugstores and sporting goods
stores and then see whether they need
to consult a doctor.
Glenn Gastwirth, deputy executive
director of the American Podiatric
Medical Association, said the study supports what podiatrists have long recommended. People with heel pain should
make sure their shoes are appropriate for
their activity and not excessively worn, and
do exercises to stretch the heel cord
before and after physical activity, he said.
If that doesn’t ease their pain, they can
try an over-the-counter device, he said.
And if that doesn’t work, they should see a
doctor. People who get this far might be
helped by a custom-made shoe insert, he
said.
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smiled .11111111.115, 1Xel ISt. tapes and .1111 purses.
"It was a good exi use to get into my closets and
lean them out,’ she said.
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Stevens and Stephen (.
Nem dissented, saving the (II (Ill
was mine( essars.

Laur ence said the federal court
would not discuss whether gas
chamber deaths Mt’ (
11111
Nliuld limit debate to the usefulness of the ban.
"Certainly theie’s Millie disappointment, but the mut Cs del 1si, In to I emand the c ase was on a
sets specific. IlarlUW procedural
gt "minis," he said. "I think we c cli
take sullle solace in that the 1 ..S.
Sup eine Court det lined to al (la
the ollul !WV general 1s 1,11111.%1 10
ICS lek% the merits Ill the I (iling. -

"There is no question that the
gas chamber constitutes a barbaric
form of punishment," he said.
justice Stevens also dissented
when the high court refused to
bloc k the 1992 gas chamber execution of Robert Alton Harris, who
was semen( cci to death for a 1978
double 111111(1er in San Diego. The
exec ution WaS the first in
Cnditcnnia in 25 years.
"The barbaric use of cyanide gas
in the Holocaust, the contemporary 11111111 S1,1101111g 01 execution
by lethal gas, Mid the development
id less
1110110(1S of execution
all demonstrate that execution by
c windy gas is unnecessarily cruel,"
he said them
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hrly to review the federal appellate
c ’flirt ruling.
"It was an important sic tors fta
its," laingrell said Tuesdas. "It’s
not really a surprise. We thought
(the ruling) was wrong in the
tail insLuic v."
litit gas c handier opponents also
c idled the high «nirt 11111.1.101 ;1 )11

Campaigner has garage sale

Term limit trial opens
mil

The U.S. Supreme Court has ordered a federal appeals court to re-examine its ruling
upholding a ban on gas chamber executions.
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Companies Participating
InfoGOLD (American Multisystems)
El Dorado
PC clone comp.
Borland
Global Village IRIS (Image Recognition
Integrated Systems)
DFI
ITP (International Thompson
’CCD
Publishing) software
Ricochet
*Apple Comp. 10MEGA
CompuCom
Spartan Bookstore General Books
We now offer Ricochet wireles modems and the IRIS pen scanner.
We have a limited supply of powerbook 190CS at $1032.00 each and
powerbook 5300 CS/100 8megsf750 at $1980.00 each.
Our goal is to provide information and products that you need at affordable prices. We are
committed to supporting you. All of SPARTAN BOOKSTORE profits are given back to
tian Jose State Ilnwersity. Thank you for supporting us, so that we can better support you.

INFOFEST will be held
October 31st and November 1st
Loma Prieta Ballroom, Student Union
See store for details or call 924-1808/1809
Computer Service Deptartment 924-1845
We have a new Service Department with a certified technician.

